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This source served as the foundational text for basically my entire research paper, and 
inspired me to first research the mythology of the pilot, and by extension, the mythology of flight 
and the sky. Roland Barthes has become one of my favorite authors, philosophers, and theorists 
in recent months ever since I first learned about him-- the way he writes and the way he’s 
deconstructed mythological narratives prevalent during his time period has proved influential 
and profound to how we see advertising, visual culture, and various tropes and archetypes 
present in modern society today. Now, more than ever, the mythology of nationalism, war as a 
game, and the “heroism” of pilots has been disseminated into the minds of the public with 
crumbling relations between opposing countries, the rise of populism, various small scale 
regional conflicts (euphemisms for “war”), and the persistent threats of terrorism, and political 
radicals (who employ the same tactics as propaganda advertising in making themselves look like 
heroes). Roland Barthes’ Mythologies has stood the test of time, and his essay “The Jet-Man” 
epitomizes our dreams of the future, and our subconscious desire to become what we once 
worshipped-- our desire to explore the unknown and defy the forces of nature and the universe.  
 
Briscoe, Walter A., and H. Russell Stannard, “Britain’s Forgotten Flying Ace: Captain Albert

Ball VC”. Gloucestershire, Stroud: Amberley Publishing. 2014.  
 
This book that I found on Google Books doesn’t have any page numbers-- only chapters. 

However, this source was excellent in the writing of my research paper in that it revealed the true 
life and the man behind Albert Ball the heroic fighter pilot. During Ball’s time near the end of 
World War I, he, like the Red Baron, was hero-worshipped by the people of his country under 
the banner of nationalism until he was finally shot down by the enemy. Though I couldn’t find 
the exact page number if where I found first-hand information on one of the letters he wrote to 
his father prior to his death (you can find it in the page before Chapter 15: “The Last Flight”), the 
contents of the letter speak for themselves as to how many pilots in the 20th century, and how 
many pilots today feel like monsters or murderers when they are sent to kill by the leaders of 
their home countries. Ball’s letter explicitly reveals the guilt that afflicted many pilots and 
soldiers during his time, once they realized that their feelings of nationalism were unfounded and 



based on lies and propaganda, once they realized they weren’t mythological heroes, but 
essentially glorified criminals, and that they were used by their leaders as tools of war, left to rot 
and suffer trauma once the “glory days” were done and one side declared “victory”.  
 
Ball, in his last letter to his father, declared the following: 
 
“Am indeed looked after by God, but oh! I do get tired of always living to kill, and am beginning 
to feel like a murderer. Shall be so pleased when I have finished.” 
 
Here’s a link to the book:  
 
https://books.google.com/books?id=ZOAOBAAAQBAJ&pg=PT137&lpg=PT137&dq=I+do+get
+tired+of+always+living+to+kill+and+am+really+beginning+to+feel+like+a+murderer&source
=bl&ots=vdVEfl9AuU&sig=wvligHzFKHa6PVgqE_gAKOpSDto&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKE
wjU6b6MirvTAhVF7SYKHSAgDYoQ6AEIJDAA#v=onepage&q=I%20do%20get%20tired%2
0of%20always%20living%20to%20kill%20and%20am%20really%20beginning%20to%20feel%
20like%20a%20murderer&f=false.  
 
Cashman, Luke. “The Knight of the Sky: Myth or Reality”. Agora. 44, no. 2 (2009): 41-44. 

 

This source was one of the best sources I could have possibly found for my research 
paper on the mythology of the fighter pilot, and in hindsight, I’m glad I found it by chance 
through my “rabbit-hole” researching and grateful my professor took the time to send me the 
PDF (thanks!). The research paper on Agora by Luke Cashman explicitly and directly revealed 
how propaganda and the media during WWI and the wars that followed after during the 20th 
century not only distorted peoples’ perceptions of fighter pilots by elevating them to the status of 
chivalrous heroes sent to defend their home countries from a perceived demonized enemy, but 
outright fabricated and lied about the brutal reality of war by treating it as a “game” as well as 
something inconsequential, to get kids and young men alike excited to fight for their country. 
Not even the reputable New York Times was immune from the temptation of mythologizing 
pilots as heroes as opposed to exposing them as frightened human beings. “The Knight of the 
Sky” also touched upon jingoism/nationalism as a motivator for war recruitment, and stated how 
psychological issues and traumas being experienced by returning pilots and soldiers went largely 
ignored (PTSD was not diagnosed or recognized as a disease). Pilots were both treated as heroes 
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and then cast aside once the “glory days” of war ended, and left to deal with any guilt or 
problems they might have bottled up under a militaristic culture of “manliness” for themselves. 
 
The Best Film Archives. “The Ducktators | 1942 | Banned WW2 Cartoon | Looney Tunes |

Animated Propaganda Short Film”. Filmed [1942]. Youtube video, 7:44. Posted  
[Jun 23, 2014]. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=522qtqjSagM.  

 
This recent source material I found on Youtube is a perfect example of propaganda that 

was meant at its time to indoctrinate and incite a false sense of patriotism in viewers, portraying 
the enemy as truly demonic, and the heroes as “all-good” and peaceful. In this particular cartoon 
created by Warner Bros (seriously?), a duck version of Hitler hatches out of an egg and 
persuades an entire barn of gullible geese and ducks to obey him with his rousing speeches. The 
gullible ducks and geese are very clearly euphemisms for German and Austrian “morons”, when 
in reality they had nothing to hope for following the defeat of Germany in WWI. As the cartoon 
progresses, two other ducks clearly representing Mussolini (Italy) and fascist Japan are seen on 
screen, with the seemingly comical dialogue and cartoonish events happening between Japan and 
the Turtle (representing either an island or China), and what follows afterward with “A-duck 
Hitler” and Benito “Goose-olini” only being a thin veil for the communication of subliminal and 
questionable political agendas-- namely ones that are extremely racist (especially with the 
portrayal of the Japanese duck), anti-Nazi and anti-Fascist. It is at this point that the “dove of 
peace” is introduced as she watches over the militarised barn and laments how the world has 
fallen into war and despair. She is a clear allegory for the Allied Powers or the League of 
Nations/ the UN that banded together to defeat Germany, Japan, and Italy before their influence 
and power became too strong. The Allies are obviously portrayed as the “good guys” (which 
would distort the perception of a viewer, hypothetically), when in reality, the US and USSR 
committed just as many despicable atrocities as the Germans and Japanese, and were arguably on 
the same level of cruelty as the Nazis themselves. Despite what this heavily racist and heavily 
one-sided cartoon claims, the “Dove of Peace” was not “peaceful” in reality: the US notoriously 
and hypocritically kept Japanese-Americans, German-Americans, and Italian-Americans on the 
West Coast in “internment camps” merely by association under FDR’s Executive Order 9066, 
just as the Nazis incarcerated and killed Jews in “concentration camps” like Auschwitz and 
Dachau. The US also obviously bombed Nagasaki, and later Hiroshima with the atomic bomb 
despite the fact that Emperor Hirohito had already surrendered and pleaded for mercy (our 
textbooks claim he had not surrendered and thought he could take on the USA). Despite what the 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=522qtqjSagM


US did, the USSR was far worse overall under Joseph Stalin-- a cruel, psychotic man who got 
more people killed under his Communist government than Hitler, and had gulags for dissidents 
and traitors. Stalin went even so far as to kill his own generals and commanders if he suspected 
them of treason, or if he had suspicions of them planning to kill him (not even Hitler went this 
far). He also purged members of the academic community that refused to spout his propaganda 
(anti-intellectualism to the extreme), went so far as to backstab Poland and China only to “claim” 
them as friends later on, was responsible for the starvation of the Ukrainian people, and created 
the Iron Curtain with several Eastern European and European countries, which would lead to the 
Cold War and several decades of horrible dictatorships after WWII (we never learn, do we?). By 
the end of the cartoon, the “Dove of Peace” achieves victory over Duck Hitler, the Japanese, and 
“Goose-olini”, showing “peaceful” ducklings the severed heads of all three of the dictators on 
the wall. However, the entire cartoon is revealed to be a tool for propaganda to support war 
bonds when text at the bottom appears, saying: “If you’d like this to be true, this is all you have 
to do” which then cuts to a scene of an American soldier with text next to him, saying: FOR 
VICTORY, BUY UNITED STATES SAVINGS BONDS AND STAMPS”. Because the cartoon 
was made by Warner Bros and Looney Tunes, it was most likely aimed at easy-to-manipulate, 
naive children through the new fad that was television, which would facilitate in them a false 
hatred for Germany, Japan, and Italy, and a fake patriotism for the United States. Soldiers and 
pilots would only be reaffirmed of their patriotism seeing this cartoon, and children would be 
encouraged to support a horrific war effort by buying war bonds (without of course, knowing the 
reality and brutality). This cartoon epitomizes a very brutal war as something of a trivial 
“scuffle” or something akin to a “harmless game”. This is also a minor tidbit, but the cartoon 
might have also been promoting cigarettes alongside its distorted war message-- since at the 
beginning of the clip, a little chick has a cigarette in his mouth and can barely fit it in his beak. If 
this cartoon were aired today, it would be seen as racist, pro-drug, highly offensive, insensitive, 
and a propagator of dangerous ideas, not to mention a piece of media with a clear agenda behind 
all the wacky entertainment.  
 
 
 
 
 
 



“WWII and the Golden Age of Nose Art” in War-Paint, Shark Teeth, and Pin-ups: A Brief  
History of Aircraft Nose Art. Aerosociety.com. Last modified April 8, 2016.  

 
This source was integral in helping me find information about the psychological coping 

mechanisms many pilots employed during the heat of battle, and allowed me to integrate the idea 
in my essay of pilots as vulnerable human beings that developed traumas and disorders such as 
PTSD as a result of their horrific experiences. In a way, many of these young men going to war 
amidst the skies, saw their pin-up women and cartoons on their planes as a way of 
anthropomorphizing their planes as living beings and of taking a portion of home with them in 
their suicidal affairs with enemy warplanes. Nose art gave hard-hearted pilots a chance to 
express their more feminine sides, but ultimately made these same pilots develop an emotional 
connection to their planes that would soften the sad reality of their imminent deaths and the 
deaths of their brothers. This article helped propel and get my thesis and my argument of the 
reality of pilots’ sufferings behind the glorified propaganda off the ground, and soaring steadily 
in the skies. Pun intended. :) 
 

 


